Phenome-transcriptome correlation unravels anxiety and depression related pathways.
The identification of pathways pertinent to human diseases is critical for gaining a better understanding of their pathophysiology. Pathway knowledge in turn can provide disease marker information required for diagnosis, drug development and improved patient treatment. Psychiatric disorders including anxiety and depression are complex diseases and are caused by a combination of multiple genetic and environmental factors affecting certain brain circuits. Here we used a systems biology approach to identify molecular pathways that affect anxiety- and depression-like phenotypes. For this purpose we screened pathways for stable enrichment in a great number of publicly available transcriptome data from the Gene Expression Omnibus related to anxiety- and depression-like phenotypes. In case of anxiety our analysis implicate a dysregulation of carbohydrate metabolism, tight junction and the phosphatidylinositol signaling system, whereas for depression gap junction, gonadotropin-releasing hormone signaling and ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis pathways are affected. Furthermore, both anxiety and depression show a dysregulation of VEGF signaling, long term potentiation and the glycolysis pathway. Molecular entities that are part of the identified pathways can serve as biomarkers and potential therapeutic targets for diagnosis and treatment of depression and anxiety disorders.